DOCTOR PRESCRIBED MEDIA
Regardful Interview & Assessment
Interviews and assessment questionnaires define the content and
programming resident on an iC4K-QoL. Medical issues including vision
and hearing related capabilities are taken into consideration and
accommodated within the design of the system. The user’s own
personal images are scanned, processed and programmed on the
system in accordance with the advice of medical professionals.

Content Selection, Editing & Processing
Individual customization and monthly updates are standard to every
system and vital for efficacy. If the system does not meet or exceed
user expectation then use will diminish over time. Fresh content each
month keeps users curious and motivated to explore new content, thus
fostering positive anticipation and user interactivity.

The Therapeutic Interactive Experience
Turning a knob and pushing a button set in motion anticipation and the act
of discovery. While many people avoid using touch screens or equipment
that appears to be computer-related, people of all ages are thoroughly
acquainted and comfortable with using knobs and buttons to ring a door
bell, make a phone call or turn something on or off. This simple and friendly
“technology” provides the perfect interface for the iC4K.

“The brain is more than an assemblage of autonomous modules, each
crucial for a speciﬁc mental function. Every one of these functionally
specialized areas must interact with dozens or hundreds of others, their
total integration creating something like a vastly complicated orchestra with
thousands of instruments, an orchestra that conducts itself, with an
ever-changing score and repertoire.”

Oliver Sacks

SUBSCRIPTION
PACKAGES

Customized and Programmed for Individual Efficacy
The iC4K-QoL Technology Platform with one user is priced as a monthly subscription.
Six month pre-paid discount packages are available.
Additional users are priced separately on a per month basis. Six month pre-paid
discount packages are available for additional users.
The iC4K-QoL Technology Platform includes full customization of the system to
match the installation location and user requirements.

1500 E. 11th Avenue • Suite 41
Hutchinson, KS 67501

978.853.0084
ag@iC4K.com

www.iC4K.com

Improving
Quality
of Life
Providing technology and support for anxiety and memory care

www.iC4K.com
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BOOSTING MEMORY
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